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Abstract
The recognition performance of automatic speech recognition
systems can be improved by reducing the mismatch between
training and test data during feature extraction. The approach
described in this paper is based on estimating the signal’s cu-
mulative density functions on the filter bank using a small num-
ber of quantiles. A two–step transformation is then applied to
reduce the difference between these quantiles and the ones esti-
mated on the training data. The first step is a power function
transformation applied to each individual filter channel, fol-
lowed by a linear combination of neighboring filters. On the
Aurora 4 16kHz database the average word error rates could be
reduced from 60.8% to 37.6% (clean training) and from 38.0%
to 31.5% (multi condition training).

1. Introduction
Quantile based histogram equalization [1] [2] is an approach to
reduce the mismatch between the training and test conditions of
an automatic speech recognition system during feature extrac-
tion. The cumulative density functions of the signals after the
Mel–scaled filter bank are determined within a moving window
and approximated by a few, typically �� � �, quantiles (Fig-
ure 1). This approach can be used for online applications [1]
that only allow a short delay.
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Figure 1: Cumulative density functions of the 10th filter output
with 25% quantiles for clean and noisy speech data (Aurora 4
test sets 1 and 8).
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he difference between the reference quantiles, estimated
e training data, and the current quantiles in recognition is

inimized with an appropriate transformation function. In
llowing a two step transformation will be described.

2. Power function transformation
implementation investigated here the quantile equaliza-
as applied to the output of the Mel–scaled filter bank [1].
sual logarithmic compression of the dynamic range was
ed by a 10th root compression which in most cases lead
ter baseline error rates on the noisy databases it was tested
].
he first transformation step is a power function with an
onal linear term that is applied to each individual filter
el [1].
the following equations �� is the output of the �-th fil-
� is the transformation function with the corresponding
ormation factors � and �. The recognition quantiles are
ed ���� were � is the quantile’s index. Note that in the
e implementation all these variables depend on time, but
onal index � is not used here to keep the notation more
ble.
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he original values are scaled to the interval ��	 ��, dividing
e largest quantile ����� . In the online implementation
g up ����� with a factor e.g. 1.5 can improve the recogni-
erformance. After the transformation the values are scaled
to their original range. The transformation � and � param-
are chosen to minimize the squared distance between the
nt quantiles and the ones estimated on the training data
	.
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grid search is carried out to find the optimal values of �
. In the online implementation the values have to be up-
every time frame. To reduce the search effort and avoid
changes of the parameters that can deteriorate the recogni-
erformance by inducing insertion errors, the updated val-
e only searched within a small range ��
�� from the pre-
values [1].



3. Combination of neighboring filter
channels

The combination of neighboring filter channels as second nor-
malization step was introduced in [2]. The idea is to linearly
combine each filter with its left and right neighbor to take pos-
sible dependencies into account. Here ����� are the recognition
quantiles after applying the preceding power function transfor-
mation.

���� ������ � ����� � ��� �������� ������� � �� ������� (3)

The combination factors �� and �� are chosen to further
reduce the squared distance between the training and the recog-
nition quantiles.
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The factor  in Equation 4 is a penalty which ensures that
the values �� and �� remain small, i.e. below 0.1. If they are
not restricted the recognition performance will deteriorate.

Figures 2 and 3 are examples that show the influence of
quantile equalization with filter combination on the noisy data.
The 166 utterances of the Aurora 4 noisy Wall Street Journal
(WSJ) test data were used to generate the scatter plots of the
output from the 10th filter (of 23). Each point corresponds to
one time–frame of the test data. The data with car noise (test
set 8) is plotted against the original clean data (set 1). If there
was no mismatch between the two test sets, all points should lie
on the diagonal. If a point lies below the diagonal the magnitude
of the noisy signal is higher than the one of the corresponding
clean signal. Figure 2 shows the situation before quantile equal-
ization: the high magnitude speech portions of the signal scatter
around the diagonal, while the low magnitude silence portions
of the signal are clearly shifted below the diagonal. This shows
that the mismatch in the silence portions of the signal is espe-
cially large.

Figure 3 shows the data after quantile equalization with fil-
ter combination. The resulting “cloud” of points is narrower and
silence region is shifted closer to the diagonal. Even though the
speech parts of the signal now all lie above the diagonal, the
average horizontal distance from the diagonal
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is significantly reduced. In the equation ������ is the output of
the 10th filter at time � for the ����� and ��� test sets, � is the
total number of time–frames. While � � ��� � ���� for the
points shown in Figure 2 it is reduced to �� � ���� in Figure 3.
If quantile equalization is used without filter combination, the
scatter plot does not look significantly different and the corre-
sponding average distance is only slightly higher (�� � ����),
but even this small difference can still have an impact on the
resulting recognition error rates. (Tables 5 and 6).
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before quantile equalization

e 2: Output of the 10th Mel–scaled filter. Data with car
and microphone mismatch (test set 8) before quantile

ization plotted against original clean data (set 1).
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e 3: Output of the 10th Mel–scaled filter. Data with car
and microphone mismatch (test set 8) after quantile equal-
n plotted against original clean data (set 1).

4. Recognition results
base definitions: Recognition tests were carried out on the
ra 3 and 4 databases provided by ELRA. Aurora 3 consists
git string subsets from the SpeechDat–Car databases in
h, Finnish, German, and Spanish. The data was recorded
l car environment with a sampling rate of 8kHz.
ifferent noises with an average SNR of 10dB were added
Wall Street Journal 5k database to generate the Aurora 4

ase [3]. Data with 8kHz and 16kHz sampling rate is avail-
It was not the intention of this work to evaluate voice ac-
detection algorithms so the endpointed test data was used,
s of silence were left before and after each utterance.
re extraction: to make the conclusions drawn from the
iments comparable the same modified version of the Au-

I007 MFCC feature extraction front end [4] was used for
databases.

Aurora WI007 MFCC feature extraction front end [4]

Logarithm replaced by 10th root

Quantile equalization and mean normalization module



added between 10th root and the calculation of the cep-
stral coefficients

� Quantile Equalization applied only during recognition

� Moving window online implementation with

– 10ms delay and 5s window length for Aurora 3

– 1s delay and 5s window length for Aurora 4

� 0th cepstral coefficient used instead of log energy

� 13 cepstral coefficients with first and second derivatives

� No feature vector compression

Aurora 3 SpeechDat–Car recognizer setup: the baseline
HTK recognizer setup described in [5] was used without modi-
fication:

� HTK speech recognition toolkit (old Aurora evaluation
settings [5])

� Gender independent models

� Word models of fixed length (16 states) for the digits

� 552 Gaussian mixtures densities

� No language model

Aurora 3 SpeechDat–Car recognition results: a detailed
overview over the recognition results for different setups is
shown in the Tables 1–4. The average baseline word error rate
is 23.5% (Table 1). Simply applying 10th root compression
and mean normalization reduced the average word error rate
to 15.4% (Table 2). Applying quantile equalization further im-
proves the result leading to an error rate of 13.7% (Table 3).
The combination of neighboring filters did not meet the expec-
tations. The improvements observed in previous tests on other
databases [2] could not be reproduced here, the average error
was 13.7% again.

When comparing the recognizer setup for the Aurora 3 ex-
periment with the setups for the other databases described in
[2], the difference in the acoustic modeling stands out. For the
Aurora 3 baseline test all digit models for all languages had the
same number of states, only three mixture densities per state
were used and the amount of training data was quite small. Ap-
parently, the combination of neighboring filters only has a posi-
tive effect on the error rate if the acoustic models are better. The
following tests on Aurora 4 will underline this assumption.
Aurora 4 noisy WSJ recognizer setup: all tests on the noisy
WSJ 5k database were carried out with the reference system [3]
provided by Mississippi State University’s Institute for Signal
Processing (ISIP):

� ISIP speech recognition system (Aurora evaluation set-
tings [3])

� Gender independent models

� 3215 context dependent triphone states tied
using decision trees

� 12.9k Gaussian mixture densities

� Across word modeling

� Bigram language model

Aurora 4 noisy WSJ recognition results: recognition tests
were conducted on the 8kHz and 16kHz sampling rate data.
Both training sets were used. The results are shown in Table
5 and 6. Like in the previous tests the average word error rates
was significantly reduced by simply applying 10th root com-
pression and mean normalization.
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1: Baseline Recognition results for the Aurora 3
hDat–Car databases. 8kHz sampling rate, end-
ed data. WM: well matched, MM: medium mis-
, HM: high mismatch, Avg: weighted average
M+0.35MM+0.25HM).

eline Word Error Rates [%]

Finnish Spanish German Danish Average
M 7.3 7.1 8.8 12.7 9.0
M 19.5 16.7 19.0 32.7 22.0
M 59.4 48.5 26.8 60.6 48.9

vg 24.6 20.8 16.9 31.7 23.5

2: 10th: 10th root compression and mean normalization.

0th Word Error Rates [%]

Finnish Spanish German Danish Average
M 4.9 8.2 8.3 14.8 9.0
M 12.5 11.2 17.8 28.0 17.4
M 26.1 17.5 17.7 29.6 22.7

vg 12.9 11.6 13.9 23.1 15.4

Table 3: QE: quantile equalization.

h QE Word Error Rates [%]

Finnish Spanish German Danish Average
M 4.5 7.8 7.5 12.4 8.1
M 12.1 10.1 16.5 23.5 15.5
M 20.1 16.5 16.5 26.6 19.9

vg 11.1 10.8 12.9 19.8 13.7

le 4: QEF: quantile equalization with filter combination.

QEF Word Error Rates [%]

Finnish Spanish German Danish Average
M 4.5 8.0 7.6 12.1 8.0
M 12.2 10.1 16.8 23.4 15.6
M 20.6 16.4 16.6 26.8 20.1

vg 11.3 10.8 13.1 19.7 13.7

ilter specific quantile equalization did consistently reduce
erage word error rates on the 8kHz data (Table 5), but the
was fairly small. In these experiments the combination

ighboring filters had larger effect on the error rates, even
h the impact on the squared distance form the clean data
tion 5) was much smaller.
n the 16kHz data the situation is different. When train-
n clean data quantile equalization of independent filters
ed the average error rate by an absolute 1.7% the combi-

of filters only contributes an insignificant 0.1%. In the
condition test each transformation step had a contribution
% absolute word error rate reduction.
total, the average word error rate could be reduced form
to 40.3% for 8k clean training, from 38.8% to 32.9%
multi condition training, from 60.8% to 37.6% for 16k

training, and from 38.0% to 31.5% for 16k multi condi-
raining. So as to be expected, the largest relative error rate
tions were observed when the system was trained on clean
the lowest absolute error rates when training on multi con-
data.
closer look at individual noise conditions shows that the

ach described in this paper yields the highest error rate
tions on the test sets with the stationary car noise (2 and 9).



5. Conclusions
This paper has presented detailed investigations on the influ-
ence of different normalization steps on the Aurora 3 and 4
databases. On both datasets considerable error rate reductions
were obtained by simply applying 10th root compression and
mean normalization.

On the Aurora 3 SpeechDat–Car databases quantile equal-
ization of individual filter channels could further reduce the av-
erage word error rate from 15.4% to 13.7%. A combination of
neighboring filters did not have any additional effect, presum-
ably because the acoustic modeling was not detailed enough
to be significantly influenced by the small combination factors.
Further experiments to underline this assumption will have to
show if the effect of filter combination is really related to the
number of densities that are trained.

In terms of relative word error rate reduction the effect of
quantile equalization was smaller on the Aurora 4 database.
But filter specific quantile equalization and the combination of
neighboring filters were both able to contribute to the improve-
ment. Putting everything together the average word error rates
were reduced from 60.8% to 37.6% (clean training) and from
38.0% to 31.5% (multi condition training) on the 16kHz subset.

Tests with the RWTH large vocabulary speech recognition
system are planned to show which error rates can be obtained
when the restriction of a standardized recognizer is dropped,
and the feature extraction front end is optimized together with
the back end.
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Table 5: Recognition results for the Aurora 4 noisy WSJ databases without feature vector compression. 8kHz sampling rate, endpointed
data. 10th: 10th root and mean normalization, QE: quantile equalization, QEF: quantile equalization with filter combination.

8kHz Word Error Rates [%]
train. setup test set
data 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Avg.

clean baseline 16.2 49.6 62.2 58.7 58.2 61.5 61.7 37.4 59.7 69.8 67.7 72.2 68.3 67.9 57.9
10th 15.8 22.3 42.0 45.4 45.7 43.9 47.7 26.2 34.0 51.7 54.2 56.5 51.8 54.9 42.3

10th QE 15.6 22.2 41.8 45.0 43.3 44.4 46.0 25.4 33.4 51.1 53.9 56.1 51.6 53.9 41.7
10th QEF 15.3 21.5 39.9 44.3 42.3 42.8 45.2 24.3 31.0 48.4 51.6 54.9 49.0 53.2 40.3

multi baseline 18.4 24.9 37.6 39.3 38.8 38.2 40.4 29.7 37.3 48.3 46.1 50.6 44.9 49.3 38.8
cond. 10th 23.5 21.8 31.3 35.9 36.6 33.8 37.8 25.9 29.2 39.2 41.9 42.1 37.3 41.9 34.2

10th QE 22.6 22.4 31.0 36.4 36.4 34.5 36.2 24.5 28.3 39.3 42.5 42.2 37.8 41.8 34.0
10th QEF 21.4 21.4 30.3 35.5 35.0 33.0 37.0 22.9 27.6 38.2 40.2 40.8 36.0 40.8 32.9

Table 6: Recognition results for the Aurora 4 noisy WSJ databases without feature vector compression. 16kHz sampling rate, endpointed
data. 10th: 10th root and mean normalization, QE: quantile equalization, QEF: quantile equalization with filter combination.

16kHz Word Error Rates [%]
train. setup test set
data 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Avg.

clean baseline 14.0 56.6 57.2 54.3 60.0 55.7 62.9 52.7 74.3 74.3 67.5 75.6 71.9 74.7 60.8
10th 14.5 18.9 33.4 41.1 37.5 34.8 38.7 32.8 38.9 49.4 52.3 56.7 48.3 53.8 39.4

10th QE 14.0 19.1 31.6 38.0 34.5 33.0 37.3 31.5 37.7 47.3 50.5 53.9 48.1 51.0 37.7
10th QEF 13.4 18.7 31.8 37.6 36.1 31.8 36.9 30.3 37.7 47.6 50.5 54.4 47.6 52.0 37.6

multi baseline 19.2 22.4 28.5 34.0 34.0 30.0 33.9 45.0 43.9 47.2 46.3 51.2 46.6 50.0 38.0
cond. 10th 21.4 18.3 24.2 30.0 26.2 25.4 29.7 32.5 35.5 41.8 42.8 45.2 41.3 43.4 32.7

10th QE 20.5 18.1 24.3 28.9 25.3 25.6 29.5 32.2 33.6 41.7 42.5 43.5 40.8 42.3 32.1
10th QEF 19.9 17.7 24.1 29.0 25.0 25.6 28.9 29.8 33.0 39.8 42.2 43.8 40.4 42.6 31.5
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